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1. INTRODUCTION

The present report covers the material of two lectures. The first part, contains a
collection of useful formulae from relativistic kinematics (Sect. 2) and deals with
invariant cross sections and multiplicities (Sect. 3). The remainder of the paper is on
strangeness production in relativistic heavy ion collisions. Some elementary rules for
particle production in nucleon-nucleon interactions are presented in Sect. 4, while
Sect. 5 contains arguments on why one expects enhanced strange particle production
from the quark-gluon plasma. Section 6 presents some selected data on strangeness
production in Si+Au and other interactions at 14.6 GeV/c per nucleon and from
S+S at 200 GeV/c per nucleon. Some conclusions drawn from the experimental
results are presented in Sect. 7.

2. RELATIVISTIC KINEMATICS, A TASTE

Consider a particle characterized by its rest mass m and momentum p. The particle
is observed from a system of reference S and from another system S' that moves
relative to S with velocity v/c = 0c in the direction of the Z axis (see Fig. 1). All
quantities referred to S' carry primes. The Z and Z' axes are parallel.

Let us define the momentum along the Z-axis of the particle via the polar angle
9 as:

P\\ = pCOSd = pz (1)

and the transverse momentum

' (2)
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We then have

p = \/p2± TP» =

and, of course, for the energy E

E - y/p2 + m2 = my. (4)

The notation assumes that the velocity of light c is unity and dimensionless. If
dimensioned quantities are used, the formulae work for momenta in units of energy/c
and masses in energy/c2.

pj_ is a Lorentz invariant, while E and p\\ transform as:

E') = ( 1G - II
p'l / \-0G7G yc ) \p\\

with

7 = (1 -j32)~1/2 = £7/m. (6)

The last quantity we need to introduce is the so-called transverse mass m±,

mx is a scalar and has dimension of an energy.
The customs of choosing parallel and perpendicular quantities for representing

data have changed many times over the years. Presently, in heavy ion physics, the
preferred perpendicular quantity is m±, occasionally p± and often the transverse
kinetic energy,

m (8)

is used. The most popular parallel variable is the rapidity y, defined as

For a particle moving along the z-axis with 6 = 0. the rapidity is

The system 5' thus moves with rapidity



We can now deri%'e the transformation for y by using (9) and (5),

1 E' + PJ| 1 7-B - 01P\\ - 01E + IP''
2 E' — pi 2 -yE - 0ip\\ + 01E —

, ifa(£±MLz4) (12)

2 Ji — p|| = V -

where the subscript G has been dropped from 0 and 7. Rapidity transforms under
Lorentz transformation as velocity under Galilean transformation. The differential
dy is then Lorentz invariant.

There is a number of useful relations involving y and the other kinematic quan-
tities. For example, via (9)

= \{ey+e-y) = 2\\jE--^r
1 / E + pi| + E — p|| \ E

where the last step utilized Eqs. (3), (4), and (7). Thus we have

E = m± coshjr (13)

and in exact analogy

pjl = m xs inhy. (14)

From the y transformation Eq. (12) one gets the Lorentz transformation (5) in a
different form,

E' =m±cosh{y - yG) .
p(l = m i sinh(z/ - yG) ^ °>

where the invariant character of m i has been used. The ratio sinhj//coshy gives
via (13) and (14)

Pll pzosBtanh y = -£ =

or
E 1

cosfl = — tanhy = — tanhy. (16)
P P

For motion parallel to the z-axis one then has

0 = tanh 2/|| (17)



and (from 13)
E

7 = — = coshj/M. (18)
TO

The notation j / | | , also used in Eq. (10), is a reminder that these formulae are only

valid when the z-axis and the particle momentum are parallel.

The explicit formulae for some differentials are quite useful. From Eq. (7)

follows

= p±dp±. (19)

From (14) py can be considered a function of y and m_i_ or y and px- The partial

differential quotient dp\\/dy is useful in various Jacobians, raid from Eq. (14) we

get for fixed m±_ (or px)

dp\\jdy = m± cosh y = E. (20)

Equation (20), bj the way, shows that dp\\jE is a Lorentz scalar.

Let us consider a few special cases, where the rapidity takes simple values. From

Eq. (9) it follows that if 8 — TT/2 (or py = 0), y = 0, and vice versa. For motion

along the z-axis, and /3 —• 0, Eq. (10) gives

(21)

As a final fling let us calculate the rapidity of the center of mass for a fixed target

collision system A\ + A2, where Ax is the beam particle of momentum pi and A2

the target with p2 = 0. The center of mass of this system moves with a velocity

(see also Eq. (17))

. Pi mi sinht/j
0G = -, - = -r — = tanhj/G (22)

Ei+E2 m1coshyi+m2

where the 2-axis of the reference system was chosen along the direction of p1.

For a s-" Tjnetric collision mj = m2 we have tanhj/G = go
3.1||̂ ,.i'xi = t^nh ̂  or

yc = -yi- (23)

As a parting shot we introduce the pseudorapidity, r\, that depends only on angle,

6 1 p + p\\
JJ = -^ntan - = -In1-—^. (24)

2 2 p - p | |

For 9 = j,77 = 0 as for y. Further on

t a n h T] —
e" -e-i _ 1/ tan f - tan f _ 1 - tan2 f
ei + e"" ~ 1/ tan f + tan f ~ 1 + tan2 f

= cos2 - — sin2 - = cos 6



so that involving Eq. (16) we get

cos 8 = — tanh y = tanh 77. (25)
3

Thus for 0 = 1 {m = 0) y = 77. Otherwise 77 has complicated transformation

properties. In analogy to Eqs. (13) and (14) we have

P = Px cosh 77 (26)

1
-—r = cosh77 (26a)
sin0

and

Pll = p± sinhr? (27)
or

^ = sinh7,. (27a)

77 is widely used when the particle has not been identified, i.e. when the direction

p/p is known, but not m or E. A useful differential is

=dd sin0

3. INVARIANT CROSS SECTION AND MULTIPLICITY

Multiplicity, denoted < n >, is the number of outgoing particles per event,

N

•Nevent is the number of triggers under some set of conditions and N the total number

of outgoing particles measured. We may divide both N and iVevent by the incoming

beam flux and target thickness to express both as cross sections,

a 1 f°° , 3<P<r
<n>=—- = / dp3—• (2)

where we have sneaked in the convention that all outgoing particles N are counted

in the magnitude of the cross section.

Let us consider the cross section in (2) as a function of the variables y,p±. and

the azimuthal angle </>, with the relations

px = px cos0 (3a)



py = p_i sin<p. (36)

The Jacobian that effects the transformation from variables Px,Py,Pz — P\\ then is

dpx/dp_i 9px/9(p| j 0 cos0 —pxsin^l
dpyf dpj_ 8pyjd(j> = 0 sin <j) p_i_cos<^ = Epj_

dpu/dy 9pii/9px ^Pii/^0 E ^Pll/^P-L ^P\\/&<P
(4)

where the next to last step used Eqs. (3a), (3b) and (2-20). Equation (2) now reads

< n >= / E-—p±dp±d<pdy (2a)
^trig ,/ «P

where p± runs from 0 to oo, y from —oo to -f-oo and <p from 0 to 2TT.

The quantity E x — is a Lorentz invariant (see below) and is called "the

invariant cross section". Since all quantities arise from averaging over many events,

we may assume that there is no explicit <f> dependence in the problem and we may

write

<

with
dn

°"trig

rdn, /-x
n>= —dy (o)

J-oo dy
dn 2TT f°°/r,d

3<T^ , lo.
— = / (E—)PxdP± (6)
dy o"tri8 Jo dpJ

or via Eq. (2-19)
dn 2TT f^^d3*, , , .
— = / (E—)m±dm± 7
dy fftrig Jm dp3

where dn/dy is the multiplicity per unit of rapidity.

Equations (5)-(7) contain the program for presenting spectrometer data: first

obtain the invariant cross section as function of mt for small intervals in y (in

practice Aj/ = 0.1,0.2 or in cases of poor statistics 0.4). Next integrate the spectra

over mxdmx, which is often done by assuming a functional form for the invariant

cross section, e.g.
d3a-

{E—) =A

where A and B are fitting constants that depend on y. Other forms, such as a

Boltzmann form

(E^
dp3

have also been used on occasion. As the data never extend to m± = oc and rarely

to 77ij_ = 77i, integrals over such functional fits represent a systematic extrapolation,

one that may even be systematically wrong. Possible deviations from the assumed

functional form for small Tn±_ are the most important error source o£ this scheme.



Let us use the Jacobian Eq. (4) to rewrite the invariant cross section.

E — - E d%(T d^^) _ E di<T

dp3 dydpj_d<f> d(p-xPyPn) Ep± dydpj_d<j>
(8)

d3a d3a 1

The total cross section <r is Lorentz invariant, as it represents an area perpendicular
to the 2-direction. The last three forms of Eq. (8) are thus obviously invariant as
Pi) m-L a Qd all the differentials are invariant. (One may as a somewhat masochistic
exercise write the cross section in frame S', d3<r(p'xp'yp'z)/dp'xdp'ydp'z as a function
of the variables Pz,py,pz in S via a Jacobian; the latter can be evaluated via the
Lorentz transformation Eq. (2-5).)

In terms of the polar coordinates p. 9, and <j> we may write

iE^) = ~L _
1 dp31 p 2 s i n 0 dpdOdcp y/E2 - m2 sin 9 dEd9d<f>

dEd6'

From (12) we learn, incidentally, that the quantity y/E2 — m2 sin 9dEd9 =
p sin OdEdd is a Lorentz scalar. The diligent reader may for his own pleasure rewrite
Eq. (12) in terms of the kinetic energy, T = E — m.

4. QUARKS AND SOME INTERACTIONS RULES

Let us assume that the world is built by quarks. For the center of mass energies
(v/a) we consider here, T / 7 ^ 2 0 GeV, we mainly deal with four different flavors,
up (u), down (d), strange (a), and charmed (c). For the discussion to come, d,
u, or 3 will suffice as we shall use AGS heavy ion results mainly (y/l = 5.5 GeV
per pair), c-quarks come into play at the CERN experiments. Table 1 shows the
basic properties of the quarks. It should be remembered that in all interactions,
besides four-momentum, baryon number and charge are strictly conserved. Strong
interactions change the color of the quark (red. blue or green) but conserve flavor and
isospin. (In contrast, the weak interactions change the flavor but conserve color).
The quarks are all Fermions. The strong interactions are permeated through a
boson, the gluon, which plays a role similar to that of the photon in electromagnetic
interactions, with one important difference: the gluon may carry color charge, while
the photon cannot carry electrical charge.



Two main rules emerge from the field theory of strong (color field) interactions:
1. Asymptotic freedom: At short distances the strong interaction goes to zero.
2. Confinement: All objects, that can be observed are color singlets.

For our purpose rule 2 means that we deal with either two quark objects of the
structure qi q~2, where the color of q\ and qi are the same, so the color o£ the meson
qiq2 is a + a = white, or with three quark objects, baryons, of the type <?i<?2<73 where
each quark has a different color, red + blue -t- green = white. Mesons are bosons,
baryon are Fermions.

When mesons and baryons collide there are three main rules, in first order
perturbation theory, governing the interactions:

1. A quark-antiquark pair may be created.
2. A quark-antiquark pair may be annihilated, if the color and flavor condi-

tions are right.
3. Quarks may find different allowed partners to form new confined objects.

Rules 1 and 2 may be repeated and combined in higher order processes.
There are more rules than given here, but the above suffice for our purpose. For

a systematic discussion, the reader may try the Lecture Notes by T.D. Lee (1982).
Since we shall deal extensively with strangeness let us consider how strange hadrons
are created by using rules 1 and 3. Take a proton-proton interaction as an example

p + p = u + u - * { u + u + i ) - > u + ™ + u = A + K + + p . ( 1 )
d d \d d 3J d s d

(sud) has charge zero and strangeness —1 and must therefore be a A or a S°,
depending on spin and parity quantum numbers (A was chosen as the outcome as
it has the lowest mass). The us has charge +1 and strangeness +1 and is a K+.
Charge and baryon conservation is obviously obeyed. We could also have put the s
quark instead of the d quark to get

u , u
u+_ + u
s s d

(2)

where K° is the isospin partner of the K+, |K° > = L|K+ >. The J cannot be
contained in any of the baryons, because we cannot construct a color singlet out of
two colors and an anticolor, nor can we make a meson out of two quarks. Thus we
cannot produce strange mesons with an s quark (K~ or K°, the antiparticles to K4"
and K°) in a first order baryon-baryon interaction. At AGS energies K+ production
is much stronger than K~ production (by ~ x5) and is mainly associated with A
production.

7r production follows by creating uu or dd pairs instead of the 3s pair used
above.



Rule 3 may also act alone, e.g.

u u u u
p + p = u + u -* u + d = A + + + n (3)

d d u d

The (uuu) has charge two and isospin 3/2 and is a delta particle, while the (uud)
is a neutron, p + n and n+n interactions can be constructed in the same way, and
the n + n and p + p are related by the charge symmetry operation. Thus the charge
symmetric partner to Eq. (1),

n + n->A + K ° + n (4)

would have the same cross section as the Eq. (1) interaction, n + p interactions
have both isospin 1=1 and 1=0 contributions, with interactions that are different in
the two isospin channels.

Table 1
Some Properties of Quarks

avor

u

d
3

C

Spin

1/2

1/2
1/2

1/2

Isospin-Z

1/2

-1/2
0

0

Charge

+2/3
-1/3
-1/3
+2/3

Strangeness

0

0
-1

0

Charm

0

0
0

+1

Baryon Number

1/3

1/3
1/3

1/3

5. STRANGENESS ENHANCEMENT AND THE QUARK GLUON
PLASMA

Let us imagine a gas of nucleons at low temperature and density. Let us further
imagine that we can manipulate the density in some way. First we increase the
density from that of the nuclear ground state

h * °-15 GeV/fm3 (1)

(where m v̂ is the nucleon mass and A the number of nucleons or equivalently the
baryon number) to a state where the nucleons begin to touch one another, i.e. to a
density equal to that of a nucleon.

= 0.44 GeV/fm3 = 3p0. (2)



If we increase p beyond PN the quark wave functions in neighboring nucleons begin
to overlap and a quark may find itself in a neighboring hadron, i.e. it has broken
out of its confinement. The situation is rather analogous to a phase transition
from a dielectric where the neighboring atoms have non-overlapping wave functions
and where the electrons are confined in the atom to a condition where the density
is increased so electronic wave functions from neighboring atoms overlap. The
overlapping electrons experience a screened Coulomb force and may start to wander
from atom to atom in a conductively band, they have in effect become deconfined.

A condition like

p >>/Jiv~3,3o (3)

certainly must be fulfilled to create a quark gluon plasma. Exactly what the >>
sign entails is not known but QCD calculations (with baryon number zero!) suggest
that may p ~ 10p0 is needed. Such densities may be reached in high energy heavy
ion collisions; where on also will have a high temperature-not 5 to 10 MeV as in low
energy nuclear physics, but something close to the upper limit of hadronic matter
temperatures, tht so-called Hagedorn temperature, of ss 150-200 MeV.

Let us next imagine that we have created such a plasma of quarks and gluons
at high density and temperature. Let us further only deal with the case of a large
baryon number, i.e. the plasma was born from dense nucleonic matter. The tar-
get and projectile have strangeness zero, so initially there are no strange valence
quarks. In the first nucleon-nucleon encounters strange quarks may be created; it
is, however, well established from p + p interactions that strangeness production is
hindered, only 5 to 6% of the final observed quark content is strange. The plasma, it
is safe to assume, is born poor in strange quark content. Since the matter is dense
the Fermi levels of the up and down quarks are high. The thermal interactions
create gluons and quark-antiquark pairs. For the latter it is energetically favorable
to produce ss pairs, since even if the 3-mass is higher than the u or d masses, the
Fermi level is much lower. The plasma starts to build up an enhanced content of ss
pairs. If we could look into the plasma a few fm/c after it was created, we would
observe a strange quark content much higher than 5 or 6%. Unfortunately, we have
to wait until the plasma falls apart, back into hadronic matter, before we can iden-
tify the debris and tally the quark contents. All QCD estimates show that more
than half the plasma energy is stored in gluons, which as bosons do not feel any
Fermi levels. The gluons may well choose to hadronize with the usual strangeness
suppression, so the final hadronic spectrum is unlikely to show anything near the
plasma content of strange quarks. Estimates end up at the 10% level, i.e. one could
hope for a factor of 2 strangeness enhancement over the p + p observations. (The
above argument for strangeness enhancement is due to J. Rafelski and B. Miiller



(1982); a good QCD reference is I. Kogut and D. Sinclair (1988)).

6. DATA ON STRANGENESS IN HEAVY ION REACTIONS

Experiment 802 (E-802) features a single arm magnetic spectrometer than can track
up to 10 particles through 40 projective drift chamber planes with a momentum
resolution Sp/p < 0.04. Particle identification is achieved by a time-of-flight wall
of 140 scintillator staves (At=75 ps and the \<r level) and a gas threshold Cerenkov
counter of 40 segments. For a full description, see Abbott et al. (1990).

The minimum bias trigger is derived from a set of beam counters (plastic scin-
tillators) which ensure that the incoming projectile has the correct charge (Z=14
or Z=l, here) and geometry and that the charge after passage through the 3% in-
teraction length target is down by 2 units for Z=14 and by one for protons. An
additional condition is usually added, namely that there was at least one particle in
the spectrometer. All proton induced data discussed here used this so-called spec-
trometer trigger. For the 28Si beam a further condition was imposed, namely that
the overall charged multiplicity was high (centrality condition), here chosen so the
central interaction rate was 7% of the total interaction rate, i.e. the central cross
section was chosen as 7% of the inelastic cross section. The associated charged mul-
tiplicity was measured in a set of proportional counters that surrounds the target
in a azimuthally symmetric setup, and cover 3.5TT in solid angle; the segmentation
is ~3300.

An example of Si-f Au central data at 14.6 GeV/c per nucleon is shown in Fig. 2.
Invariant cross section (as defined in Eqs. 3-2a and 3-8) is plotted versus transverse
kinetic energy (Eq. 2-8) for ir^ and K^ particles in the rapidity bin 1.2 < y < 1.4.
The beam rapidity (e.g., from Eq. 2-18) here is 3.44, so the rapidity bin chosen is
slightly back of midrapidity, or slightly behind 90° in the nucleon-nucleon center
of mass system (see e.g., Eqs. 2-23). The data are pieced together from several
angular and field settings of the spectrometer, so understanding of details of the
acceptance ot the relative normalization of different runs are very important. The
curves shown are exponential fits,

'"trig
(1)

where A and B are fitting parameters that depend on the particle species and the
chosen rapidity interval. With A and B determined, we can now determine the
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multiplicity via Eqs. 3-7,

f

where the integration used the exponential fit to extrapolate outside the range of
the measurement to m± = m (pj_ — 0) and to mj. —> oo. If the spectra do not
follow the fit (1) in the extrapolated ranges, the estimate (2) indeed is wrong. A
major effort has been made over the past two years to extend the T± range of the
data in both directions. For pions there seems to be a systematically occurring
steeper component at very low mj_ (p± < .3 GeV/c), which may add up to 20%
more TT± to our estimates via Eq. (2).

The data analysis now proceeds as above from rapidity bin to rapidity bin.
The final products are the rapidity distributions dn/dy, as shown in Fig. 3 for
p+Be, p-f-Au (both spectrometer triggers) and Si+Au, central trigger (Y. Miake
et al. (1991)). The Si+Au multiplicities have been divided by 28 to facilitate the
comparison to the proton results.

The TT+ and ir~ multiplicities at low rapidities are always close to one another
while for forward rapidities the TT+ yield is larger than the TT~ yield for p+Be (as
it is in p + p). For the Au target the TT+ and ir~ are very similar also at forward
rapidity. The it yield in p+Au is only ~20% higher than in p+Be, showing that the
extra layers of nucleons in the Au target are not very efficient in producing pions.
From p+Au to Si+Au the IT yield goes up but less than x28, rather as x22. The
K+ yield behaves differently. It increases from p+Be to p+Au by almost a factor
of 2 and again jumps from p+Au to Si+Au by more then x28, almost as x40.
Even if the low p± —component in the T spectra were only present in Si+Au, the IT
increase from p+Au to Si+Au would not exceed x28, so it is a safe conclusion that
the K+ shows a different systematics, an enhanced yield with increasing target and
projectile mass relative to the pions.

The K~ story is not so clear due to low statistics. In p+Be the distributions is
centered around midrapidity and is not as flat as the K+ distribution. As discussed
in Sect. 4, K~ cannot be produced via the creation of a single qq pair, so only rather
violent interactions give rise to K" particles. They occur in midrapidity. K~. as
pointed out in Sect. 4, may be produced together with a A and thus be produced
also at forward and backward rapidities. The difference observed here for the K+

and K~ distributions in p+Be are similar to those observed in p + p interactions.
The K~ distribution for p+Au is flatter than in p+Be (rescattering in the target?)
but not much increased (=30%), while in Si+Au the increase is again ~ x40 over
p+Au. Measurements with better K~ statistics are certainly needed to elucidate
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the systematic trend—such measurements are underway. If we integrate the dn/dy
over the measured range in rapidity, the ratio <KJ" > / < 7r+ > is ~6% for p+Be,
~12% in p+Au and ~20% for Si+Au. In p+p the ratio is ^5%. Thus a K+

enhancement has been observed in Si-*-Au centrally triggered events, and probably
also a K " enhancement.

Another example of strangeness enhancement is shown in Table 2 from the
NA-35 experiment at the CERN-SPS (J. Bartke et al. (1990)). The data are
from central 200 GeV/c per nucleon 3 2S- 3 2S (%/J=19.6 GeV per nucleon pair) and
minimum bias p+S collisions. The table (latter part) shows ratios of multiplicities
for negative created particles (h~ — TT~ + K~ + p, dominated by w~), A, K° and
A between S+S and p+S. The h~ ratio of 21 is smaller than 32, as the 28Si+Au
over p+Au TT~ ratio was smaller than 28. The ratios involving the strange particles
are all larger than 32, although only at the lcr level. The K°//i~ ratio for S+S is
0.10, while it is 0.06 for p+S and 0.06 for p+p. The corresponding i\fh~ ratios are
0.08 (S+S), 0.04 (p+S), and 0.03 (p+p). The enhancement of strange particles is
about from 1.5 to 2.0, i.e. a little smaller than in the Si+Au experiment. It should
be noted, though, that in the CERN experiment the h~ measurement extends to
very low pj_ and a steeper low p± component in the spectrum was observed and is
included in the results. (The p + p data are from C. DeMarzo et al. (1982), (1984),
and references therein.)

Table 2
Multiplicities at 200 GeV/c per Nucleon

Reaction

p + p

p + S

S+S

Ratios

S+S/p+S

< h- >

2.85±0.04
5.0 ±0.2
103 ±5

21±2

0.

0

< A >

.095=0.010
.22 ±0.02
8.2 =0.9

37=6

<K8° >
0.17±0.01
0.28±0.03
10.7 ±2.0

38±10

0.

0.

1

< A >

013±0.004

028±0.004
.5 ±0.4

54±16

7. C O N C L U D I N G REMARKS

Thus two of the new high energy heavy ion experiments have found results that
point towards the discovery of the quark gluon plasma. Interesting enough, none
of the experimental collaborations claim to have made such a discovery, and the
reason for such modesty is that one can argue for a strangeness enhancement also



without the quark gluon plasma. Let us once more consider a nuclear gas in thermal

(and chemical) equilibrium, this time a gas of hadrons: no deconflnement. The

temperature is taken to be high, 120-160 MeV, as the B-values from fits (Eqs. 6-1)

to spectra indicate, and the density many times po (see Eqs. 5-1). Let us also

assume that the gas is rich in baryons. There will be copious production of pions,

directly and via resonances,

N + N-+N + N + K
N + N ^ N + A-^N + N + TT (1)

The pions are bosons and thus can all be stacked in the lowest available levels. There

are no increasing Fermi levels to take care of; but there are.' It can be seen from (1)

that the baryons keep coming back, there is baryon conservation, and the baryons

are Fermions. So here, baryon conservation drives the system towards production

of strange baryons to utilize their lower Fermi levels:

JV + JV _• A + N + K (2)

(the associated production mechanism of Eqs. 4-1 and 4-2). Also the pions are

active

TT+ + N -» A + K (3)

where the u or d quark of the 7r has interacted with a u or d of the baryon to create

a ss pair, u + u —> s + J for example, (TT + W interactions may also lead to K + K, of

course.) Thus strangeness may be built up in a hadronic system if the density and

temperature is high enough. Theoretical estimates (see e.g., K.S. Lee (1988)) show

that the final strangeness enhancement is similar to that of the quark gluon plasm.

The difference between the hadronic system and the quark gluon system lies in the

relaxation times involved. The quarks have much lower masses than the hadrons and

thus may be expected to reach equilibrium much faster. If we take the strange quark

mass as s:150 MeV/c2 and the K mass as 500 MeV/cz, the relaxation time of the

quark gas is ~ e
5 0 0 / 1 5 0 = 30 times faster than that of the hadronic gas. The deeper

question however is, what masses are relevant in a dense high temperature gas, the

free masses? or lower medium influenced effective masses? In other words, it is now

a question of some rather detailed understanding of the dynamics to estimate how

fast the two types of gases approach equilibrium. The hope is. of course, that the

hadronic gas is so slow that the collision that created it is over and the system has

fallen apart long before equilibrium is reached. But clearly our understanding at

the present time does not allow such a conclusion to be drawn and the significance

of strangeness enhancement as a deconfinement signal is hence doubtful. We may

conclude, though, that the observation of enhanced strangeness, implies that hot

dense matter has indeed been created.
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